I seriously question the thought of shutting down the Site C dam. With the advent of electric cars, the wave of the future would appear to be electric and certainly, this would be the way to proceed = it would also be a commodity we would be able to sell on the market – and possibly generate more income for this province. We are indeed short sighted if we think closing this down will benefit any future generations. Closing this project down, the loss of jobs, the loss of future electrical needs make it prohibitive and certainly would be a black mark for our Province. I seriously doubt the new government has looked into the future costs of electricity for the next generation. Wind power will not be enough, as you can see, as it is used in many places, to augment power needs.

Please allow those with the knowledge and foresight to make these decisions, not politicians whose concern is the voter, not the province as a whole.

Sincerely,
Eunice and Larry Sigurdson